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Abstract: Embedded intelligence (EI) is an emerging research field and has the objective to incor-
porate machine learning algorithms and intelligent decision-making capabilities into mobile and
embedded devices or systems. There are several challenges to be addressed to realize efficient
EI implementations in hardware such as the need for: (1) high computational processing; (2) low
power consumption (or high energy efficiency); and (3) scalability to accommodate different network
sizes and topologies. In recent years, an emerging hardware technology which has demonstrated
strong potential and capabilities for EI implementations is the FPGA (field programmable gate array)
technology. This paper presents an overview and review of embedded intelligence on FPGA with
a focus on applications, platforms and challenges. There are four main classification and thematic
descriptors which are reviewed and discussed in this paper for EI: (1) EI techniques including
machine learning and neural networks, deep learning, expert systems, fuzzy intelligence, swarm
intelligence, self-organizing map (SOM) and extreme learning; (2) applications for EI including object
detection and recognition, indoor localization and surveillance monitoring, and other EI applications;
(3) hardware and platforms for EI; and (4) challenges for EI. The paper aims to introduce interested
researchers to this area and motivate the development of practical FPGA solutions for EI deployment.

Keywords: embedded intelligence; FPGA; embedded systems; deep learning; neural networks;
artificial intelligence

1. Introduction

In recent years, machine learning [1] and swarm intelligence [2] algorithms have
demonstrated successes in many fields and solved practical problems in industry. In
particular, deep neural networks (DNNs) such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
and recurrent neural networks (RNNs) have been shown to be highly successful for diverse
applications in healthcare, computer vision, manufacturing processes (e.g., the Industrial
Internet of Things (IIoT)) and many other applications requiring complex and intelligent
information processing. To increase the value of machine learning to society, it is desirable
to embed DNN techniques and algorithms into portable and low-cost devices. Embedded
intelligence (EI) is an emerging research field and has the objective to incorporate machine
learning algorithms and intelligent decision-making capabilities into mobile and embedded
devices or systems.

There are several challenges to be addressed to realize efficient EI implementations in
hardware such as the need for: (1) high computational processing; (2) cost efficiency and/or
low power consumption; and (3) scalability techniques and architectures to accommodate
different networks, sizes and topologies. The challenge for (1) is particularly important as
EI algorithms and techniques are becoming increasingly more sophisticated. For example,
DNNs which use multilayer network models for the extraction of high-level features
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require many network layers and neurons to be computed within the EI devices. The
challenge for (2) is the requirement for cost and energy efficiency to meet the demand
for cost-effective embedded devices with a limited energy supply such as batteries. The
challenges for (3) are to find solutions for EI devices which enable the algorithms and
techniques to be implemented within architectures which are flexible and scalable to
accommodate the targeted computational requirements and hardware resources which are
available for the implementation.

Examples of applications which would benefit from EI are in autonomous systems
and edge computing. The authors in [3] discuss the challenges of edge computing for
autonomous driving systems to have the capability to deliver high computational power to
meet the energy consumption level which is reasonable to be able to guarantee the safety
systems on autonomous vehicles. The edge computing systems for autonomous driving
need to have the capability to process a large amount of data coming from multiple sensing
(e.g., vision and proximity distance sensors) and safety systems in real-time.

In recent years, an emerging hardware technology which has demonstrated strong
potential and capabilities for EI implementations is the FPGA (field programmable gate
array) technology [4]. A key advantage of FPGA compared with CPU and GPU technology
for EI is that the hardware implementation can be customized to meet the specific require-
ments of the EI algorithm to be implemented. For example, DNNs such as CNNs or RNNs
(recurrent neural network) can be implemented in FPGA to only perform the required
target logic (e.g., inference) and in hardware. This leads to an efficient hardware implemen-
tation which is capable of higher computational processing, higher energy efficiency (e.g.,
by using fixed-point computations and appropriate quantized memory representations
in place of floating-point). FPGA-based systems also have advantages of constant latency
due to dedicated hardware compared with CPU and GPU systems. These features for
FPGA have drawn many researchers to propose the realization of machine learning and
decision-making algorithms and techniques (which traditionally have been realized on
centralized computational systems e.g., cloud computing) into embedded devices/systems.

This paper presents an overview and review of embedded intelligence on FPGA with
a focus on applications, platforms and challenges. The paper aims to introduce interested
researchers to this area and motivate the development of practical FPGA solutions for EI
deployment. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will give an
overview of EI research on FPGA. Section 3 discusses various EI techniques on FPGA. In
Section 4, different EI applications that uses FPGA as their hardware platform is reviewed.
Section 5 describes various hardware platforms of EI such as Intel, Xilinx and other FPGA
vendors. Section 6 will discuss about some of the challenges of EI FPGA which need to be
addressed and the various efforts made by researchers to overcome them. Section 7 gives
some concluding remarks.

2. Overview of Embedded Intelligence (EI) on FPGA

Table 1 gives an overview and classification of EI research on FPGA. The table shows
the full spectrum in this research area, and also serves as a concise summary of the
scope of the paper. There are four main classification and thematic descriptors which
are reviewed and discussed in this paper for EI: (1) EI techniques including machine
learning and neural networks, deep learning, expert systems, fuzzy intelligence, swarm
intelligence, self-organizing map (SOM) and extreme learning; (2) applications for EI
including object detection and recognition, indoor localization and surveillance monitoring,
and other EI applications; (3) hardware and platforms for EI; and (4) challenges for EI.
The relevant works and references which correspond to the respective classification and
thematic descriptors are also listed to facilitate the rapid searching of the reviewed works
for readers.
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Table 1. Classification and Thematic Descriptors of Embedded Intelligence on FPGA.

Classification and Thematic Descriptors References

EI Techniques

Machine Learning and Neural Network [5–17]

Deep Learning [18–36]

Expert System [36–39]

Fuzzy Intelligence [40–46]

Swarm Intelligence [47–51]

SOM and Extreme Learning [52–58]

Applications for EI

Object Detection and Recognition [59–66]

Indoor Localization and Surveillance Monitoring [67–73]

Others [74–76]

EI Hardware and platforms

Xilinx [77–81]

Altera [82–85]

Archronix [86]

Challenges for EI

Challenges [87–97]

3. Embedded Intelligence (EI) Techniques

This section gives some discussions for FPGA-based EI techniques from six perspec-
tives: (1) machine learning and neural networks; (2) deep learning; (3) expert systems;
(4) fuzzy intelligence; (5) swarm intelligence; and (6) self-organizing map (SOM) and
extreme learning machine (ELM).

3.1. Machine Learning and Neural Network

Field programmable gate array (FPGA) technologies are becoming popularized in
machine learning (ML) and neural network (NN) applications. FPGA technologies and
platforms have the benefit of parallel computations, lower power consumption and short
turnaround time as compared to ASIC (application specific integrated circuits) for practical
implementations. Some extensive works on FPGA-based technologies for sensor-based
systems can be found in [92–94]. This section will focus on FPGA-based systems focusing
on machine learning and neural network implementations.

The authors in [5] proposed the Ubiquitous ML Accelerator with Automatic Paral-
lelization on FPGA. The concept of automatic parallelization uses out-of-order techniques
where the instruction set command is customized. This technique can be used for either
blocking or nonblocking interfaces. These can apply across different heavy data processing
application such as deep learning, clustering, etc. The accelerator utilizes the concept of 2D
meshed architecture that consists of multiple components: (1) instruction buffer to store the
customized instruction; (2) task scheduler to assign tasks in real-time; (3) out-of-order core
to fully utilize the resources in order to achieve optimum parallelism; (4) network interface
to communicate with other blocks. The temporary data will be stored as off-chip memory
known as DMA and DRAM controller [6].

The out-of-order techniques make use of the ability of customized commands where
all the blocks as shown in the architecture above require very specific commands to
execute. Thus, commands have two main categories—blocking and nonblocking interfaces.
Blocking interfaces refer to a task that must wait until entire execution completes, whereas
nonblocking commands can execute the mechanism concurrently. At the same time, the
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out-of-order scheduler needs to ensure the intertask data dependence scheme to exploit the
potential parallelism. By using this technique, it is able to speed up 25 times as compared
to high performance intel processors, and thus it is suitable for highly intensive data
processing applications.

Since FPGA has inherent parallelism and deeply pipelined computation capability,
a highly scalable and parameterizable FPGA-based Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) is
able to be used for different applications such as linear model training; this training model
is commonly used for classification, compressive sensing and image construction. In terms
of hardware efficiency, SGD techniques were able to achieve the convergence quality, with
a slight tradeoff for the algorithm precision (e.g., using fixed-point implementations [7]).
By quantizing data, it is able to increase the overall efficiency of the embedded system as
the system is not required to read all the data, which requires huge amount of memory.
The reason is all of the data are being quantized in advance so that all the data can be
characterize into one cache line. This technique is able to reduce bandwidth utilization
significantly and, at the same time, maintain the satisfactory efficiency. The number of
alterations in the data are increased and improve the statistical efficiency. Furthermore, all
the data quantization must happen before the precalculation step so that the precalculation
step does not require a large amount of data. The computation pipeline for quantized data
are another key factor for increasing the performance of the FPGA because all the data can
be computed in parallel after a certain number of iterations. The selection of stochastic data
will decide the width of the pipeline which needs to set before synthesis. The authors in [8]
gave a comparison of the SGD with quantization techniques in FPGA (in their approach
using single-precision) having similar performance compared to 10-core CPU.

Support vector machines (SVM) are one of the most commonly used methods for
machine learning that build a hyperplane to classify data between two classes [9], although
a decomposition technique is commonly used to improve the performance of the SVM [10].
However, utilizing the cascaded multiprecision training flow means that a system is able to
contribute towards the training acceleration using hardware platforms by take advantages
of FPGA on chip memory blocks and parallelization potential. Cascaded multiprecision
training techniques are basically all the data will go through lower precision phases which
require lesser bandwidth and faster execution time. After that all the mismatch data will
go through higher precision phases. The Gilbert algorithm is used to solve the nearest
point problem where all the computations are computed under the processing element
(PE) [11]. Based on the evaluation, the cascade technique was able to outperform this while
maintaining comparable accuracy.

Another research paper on machine learning proposed by [12] focused on classification
techniques. In general, graph-based machine learning techniques found that this is the most
powerful technique for classification. Optimum path forest (OPF) is considered one of the
graph-based classifiers quite similar to support vector machine (SVM) techniques but has a
faster execution time and is easier to deploy [13]. This method used the graph partition
task as a competitive process by making the unknown samples dominant based on the
path cost function. Vector-based operation is used in OPF, which is a significant benefit for
FPGA and ideal for hard real-time signal processing applications. The main architecture of
OPF uses the single instruction multiple data (SIMD) approach with a group of processing
elements (PE) and custom memory controllers for handling the data distribution given by
the PE [14]. OPF consists of two main subsections, which are the training stage and the
classification stage. Euclidean distance is used in the training stage to classify the most
fitting element. At the same time, a minimum spanning tree (MST) is extracted from the
graph after the training is completed. On the other hand, the classification stage is the
process of the minimization of dissimilarity. Figure 1 shows the overall FPGA architecture
used in OPF classification.
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Figure 1. Overall FPGA architecture for optimum path forest (OPF) classification [12] (Reprinted
with permission from ref. [12]. Copyright 2021 Elsevier).

In general, the host processor is used to control the execution flow, managing data
due to higher bandwidth and patching commands to the parallel processor (PP). There is
a bridge to connect the CPU and FPGA where the main features are for communication
and data distribution to reduce data access latency and create a direct channel to the DMA.
The parallel processor plays an important role because the EPA inside the PP is used for
computing the core functionality of the entire application. Figure 2 shows that each EPA
consists of their own local shared memory (LSM) linked with a memory management
(MM) module to protect the memory from corruption. All intensive tasks are handled
by the EP inside the EPA, with all the OPF classification algorithm being computed here.
The parallel architecture can be easily used for any other application or algorithms simply
by redesigning the EP [12]. The architecture is focused on hardware implementation that
decreases global memory access and increases the computation to memory access ratio
which improves the overall execution time from 2.18 to 9 times faster than the software
version [12].

Figure 2. Block diagram for EPA [12] (Reprinted with permission from ref. [12]. Copyright
2021 Elsevier).

The conditional restricted Boltzmann machine (CRBM) is proposed by [15] for arbi-
trarily large models that are based on data distribution. By using FPGA on the CRBM, it
is able to save on power consumption and increase performance by approximately five
times higher than CPU solutions. A parametrizable framework is used for CRBM related
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applications. Furthermore, the bipartite graph is the part of CRBM where the nodes of one
part are input, also known as the visible layer, while the hidden layer refers to the node at
the output [15]. Different applications will implement different algorithms based on size,
such as batch gradient descent, minibatch gradient descent and stochastic gradient descent.
A 32-bit floating point is used; thus, multiple blocks are required for optimization in order
to compute general matrix multiplication (GEMM) [16]. Batch gradient descents will take
the average of the gradient and then the mean will update as a parameter, but this does not
work well in large dataset. Thus, SGD become a good option because only one dataset will
be used at all times and the parameter frequently updates. Furthermore, the mini batch
gradient descent is to able to use vectored implementation where the other two algorithms
are unable to use it. The technique for this accelerator is dividing the matrices into blocks
to improve utilization of adjacent data.

The core block for the processing the GEMM is the processing element (PE) where all
the multiplication and accumulation happen. The function of the PE is also processing the
data shared by the adjacent PE. All the data are transferred and handled by the FIFO buffer.
Furthermore, double buffering is used at the input and output, so that all the function can
execute parallel with data transfer. Their work showed a 15% execution time improvement
by using host pipes to reduce the data transfer overhead between CPU and FPGA [15].

A recent work by the authors in [17] proposed a low-powered processor for embed-
ded AI systems termed as Intellino. Their approach and experimental implementations
investigated two AI algorithms (k-nearest neighbor and radial basis function (RBF) neural
network) and were able to achieve low-power and hardware complexity by excluding
heavy computational requirements such as multiplication operations. The authors also
proposed optimizations for distance-based AI algorithms which are suitable for practical
hardware realizations on FPGA platforms. Their experimental implementation on FPGA
showed that Intellino required a 1.5 MHz operating frequency leading to a reduction in
power consumption for the AI embedded system.

3.2. Deep Learning

Deep learning techniques generate a network that can learn and train by itself at
the same time as constructing precise decisions based on the training data provided. In
recent years, the usage of FPGA on deep learning has been increasing significantly in
deep learning related applications due to the capability for maximizing parallelism and
the energy efficiency. Although FPGA has relatively lower memory, bandwidth and
computing resources compared with GPU, it is able to provide high throughput with
reasonable accuracy. This subsection will discuss FPGA-based deep learning architectures,
and in particular for convolutional neural network (CNN).

The authors in [18] proposed a hardware accelerator for compressed CNN (referred
to as CoNNA) which is able to accelerate pruned, quantized CNN. The coarse-grained
reconfigurable architecture is applied in CoNNA, which allows immediate selection of
the CNN network [19]. Based on the analysis of the research, CoNNA is able to speed up
at least 3.08 times and up to 14.1 times faster than the MIT Eyeriss Accelerator [20]. The
specialty of CoNNA is that it used different methods in parallelizing the CNN operations.
The individual convolution operation is executed sequentially but each convolution has
a single processing unit used to calculate the multiply accumulate operation. However,
all of the convolutions consist of a number of processing units that are able to compute
in parallel. In addition, to increase CNN processing performance, CoNNA was able to
compress CNN networks and featured maps directly. CoNNA’s power consumption is
reduced significantly although CoNNA stores feature maps in the external memory, but
these consist of a cache line to store temporary data and reduce the data transfer between
the accelerator and the external memory [18]. CNN pruning will be the key technique for
this accelerator. All of the redundant weights memory will be removed, thus the memory
can be significantly reduced. This compression is also done by skipping any zero at input
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feature maps and convolutional kernels. By skipping all the zeros, the system was able to
process the input instances at higher rate due to the lower precision required [21].

The reconfigurable computing unit (RCU) is mainly aiming to compute all the arith-
metic algorithms done by different layers. Within the CoNNA CNN accelerator, an input
stream manager (ISM) will distribute the data to different parties in the CNN in compressed
format; an output stream manager (OSM) will handle the compressed data and decide the
data to be stored on external memory or on chip caches. All the operations and interfacing
will be the function of configuration and control unit (CCU) [18]. Lastly, since CoNNA
processes the network in sequential manner layer by layer, it is crucial to store the mode
appropriately based on the CNN description linked list that is able to be reconfigurable
at the RCU units. To make it more efficient all the available blocks will be channeled for
RCU to process in parallel. In conclusion, CoNNA is able to utilize the compressed CNN
technique to excel the FPGA performance as compared to the traditional standard CNN
method in GPU.

Other authors then proposed a compressed CNN method for hardware accelerator;
there is another research paper that uses fast and scalable architecture which targets low
density FPGAs [22]. The two main techniques used in the architecture are fixed-point
arithmetic and image batching. The proposed techniques are able to save the computational
memory and memory bandwidth, which allow for a focus on real-time processing applica-
tions such as surveillance monitoring and object detection [23]. Fixed point quantization is
part of the optimization techniques for which the activations and weights are represented in
fixed point format regardless of the size of the window. Every layer can have its own scale
factor, while the image batch being in convolution layers means multiple images executing
in a batch able to reduce the memory bandwidth [22]. Figure 3 shows an overview of the
proposed architecture.

Figure 3. Overview of the architecture with separate blocks for convolutional and fully connected
layers [22]. (Reprinted with permission from ref. [22] Copyright 2021 Elsevier).

Although the convolutional layers and full connected layers are quite similar, they
have to be broken into two different modules and executed in parallel. The input image
and intermediate feature maps are stored in the on-chip memory. If the on-chip memory is
too small to store the image, then the image will break into small pieces and be convolved
separately. Besides that, OFM that is not able to fit into on chip memory will be stored in
external memory through the data dispatch and interconnected. All the arithmetic will
be computed by PE that run in parallel. The convolution layers’ PE cluster consists of the
matrix and interconnection network for forward input and output activation between PE,
as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Interconnection network between processing element (PE) where S is referring to the
switch [22] (Reprinted with permission from ref. [22]. Copyright 2021 Elsevier).

If the next layer is the convolution layer, then it will be sent back to feature map
memory; otherwise, it will be sent to the FC layer, which consists of the same structurelike
cluster of convolutions. The entire data transfer is performed in two small modules known
as switch. The 8-bit mixed fixed-point representation for weights and activation are able
to improve performance and reduce the loss of accuracy in hardware [22]. At the same,
this architecture is able to increase the throughput by focusing on image batching at the
FC layers and fixed-point arithmetic at the convolution layers. Another work by the
authors in [98] proposed a framework, termed as Finn, which focused on the efficient
mapping of binarized neural networks to FPGA hardware. Their experimental results
on a ZC706 embedded FPGA platform showed that their hardware could give very low
power consumption (less than 25 W) while maintaining high classification performance on
standard datasets (MNIST, CIFAR-10, SVHN).

In the research [24], a depthwise separable convolution neural network on FPGA is
being reviewed due to its ability to reduce the number of model parameters and improve
calculation speeds, which makes it widely used in mobile edge computing applications
such as Xception [25] and MobileNet [26]. A custom computing engine architecture is
proposed to handle the data transfer by using double buffering-based memory channels.
Besides that, dividing the matrix multiplication to small form factors is applied in fully
connected layers: this is known as the data tiling technique. A depthwise separable CNN
is actually a factorization from the traditional convolution to depthwise convolution and
pointwise convolution. A single filter is applied to every channel of the IFM that is used for
depthwise convolution, while convolution to build new features is created by combining
the depthwise convolution in pointwise convolution [24]. The overview of the accelerator
is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Depthwise separable architecture hardware accelerator [24] (Reprinted with permission
from ref. [24]. Copyright 2021 Elsevier).

By storing the intermediate result between layers on the chip, it is possible to save
the data access time and directly increase the throughput. The above shows all the blocks
available in the architecture, where the green color represents the control paths and the
black represents the data paths. Coordination and communication with the external CPU
are done by FSM controller. The most computation-intensive parts are the convolution
layers, which include both depthwise and pointwise convolution units.

On the other hand, DCU (Figure 6) consists of multiply accumulate unit (MAC)
computing, accumulators, nonlinearity activation modules and max pooling modules.
The nonlinearity module carries out the ReLU function, and down-sampling of the data
are computed at the max pooling module. Figure 7 shows how the pipeline architecture
works where it acts as one of the most essential techniques for this depthwise separable
CNN. From Figure 7, we can see that CONV1 to 3 are executed in pipelined at FC4 layers.
Other optimization techniques such as parallelizing computation of multiple outputs and
inputs feature maps as well as the convolutional kernel that provided the potential of
parallelism. Last but not least, low precision numeric computing is used. Based on the
research, their experimental work showed that 16-bit fixed point multiplication consumed
6.2 times less energy than the 32-bit floating point, with a small accuracy loss of 0.5%. The
work concluded that the design could improve performance times by up to 17.6 times faster
than CPU while using 29.4 times less energy than GPU for a 32 × 32 × 3 image size [24].

Figure 6. Depthwise convolution unit (DCU) [24] (Reprinted with permission from ref. [24]. Copy-
right 2021 Elsevier).
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Figure 7. Pipelined optimization technique [24] (Reprinted with permission from ref. [24]. Copyright
2021 Elsevier).

Besides that, reducing parameter requirements is another field that researchers are
trying to explore. SqueezeNet and LetNet are some of the examples using condensed
parameter requirement techniques in their hardware accelerator design [27]. In this study,
the authors in [28] proposed to leverage the previous research by reducing convolutional
layer kernels and size and removes most of the fully connected layers. All the layers
that are removed will be replaced by a layer called the fire module layer [29] which is a
combination of the squeeze layer and expand convolution layers.

The network also uses the down sampling method to reduce size and maintain higher
accuracy. The number of parameters is calculated by multiplication of the number of
parameters in one kernel by the number of output channels in that layer. Besides that, AC
operation is calculated based on the number of weight vectors per square of the output
feature dimension of the layer [28].

In term of bit width, 8-bit encoded weight vectors and 8-bit encoded image pixels
are used. Each of the layers have a different number of parallel memories subject to the
size of kernel. By using this fire module technique, it was able to reduce the parameter
by 11.2 times fewer than standard network without impacting classification accuracy [28].
Another method has been published as a deep learning technique is referred as ALAMO.
ALAMO uses loop unrolling, pipelining, fixed point function and prefetching techniques
as CNN accelerators [30]. Figure 8 shows the architecture of the module.

Figure 8. Overall architecture of ALAMO [30] (Reprinted with permission from ref. [30]. Copyright
2021 Elsevier).
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Selection of the data read and data write is overseen by the data router, whereas the
feature buffers are used to hold the FM using on chip RAMs. Internally there is a weight
buffer used to control the weight for conventional layer (CONV) and fully connected (FC)
layers. The memory system is designed to store kernel weights and features. All the
computation functions, such as the adder tree and ReLU components, are stored inside
the CONV module. The ReLU component check inputs pixel sign bits to either output
zero or the data pixel itself, while the average or maximum operation is done by the Pool
module. The NORM module and FC module are used to maintain the required components
to perform the operations of local response normalization and share the multiplier bank
module with the CONV module to perform matrix–vector multiplication (MVM) [30].

Another proposed method, termed DarkFPGA by [32], uses batch-level parallelism
hardware architecture. Batch-oriented data patterns and tiling techniques are used to
optimize the hardware accelerator, which is able to effectively exploit parallelism. In this
training, the researcher is targeting how to use low precision training by using an 8-bit
integer. According to all the research, by using low point fixed point, it is them possible
to increase the speed and power consumption. In addition, batch-oriented data patterns,
which refer to channel height width batch (CHWB) patterns, are implemented, using batch
level parallelism but utilizing bandwidth as a compromise.

Although tiling is another common optimization technique used to optimize memory
bandwidth and computer resource utilization, in this work tiling is mainly used to break
the large input feature to smaller tiles of data. Once the data can be fitted into the on-chip
memory of an FPGA, the approach will tile the data into four main dimensions, which are
batch tile, channel tile, filter tile and image tile. The parameter selection for tiling is crucial
to maximize the performance of the design. The batch level parallelism is handled by PE
which, in parallel, is using GEMM kernel [33]. Both forward and backward propagation
on a homogenous FPGA system were able to improve the training by using a DarkFPGA
accelerator with batch level parallelism.

Quantization and compression techniques are widely used as hardware accelerator
techniques; however, the disadvantage is the potential of degradation to very low precision
in complex problem. In conjunction with the disadvantages highlighted above, Addnet is
proposed by [34] to demonstrate the reconfigurable constant coefficient multipliers (RCCM).
RCCM claims that it is a better alternative by replacing multiplication input values with
only adders, subtractions, bit shifters and multiplexers [35]: for example, a constant coeffi-
cient multiplier in a circuit known as y = cx where c is constant. It can translate an equation
of y = 6x with just addition and shift registers such as (x << 2) + (x < 1) = 6x. The result of
implementing RCCM and AddNet was the ability to save resources by up to 50% more than
a standard 8-bit quantized network with similar accuracy [34]. Likewise, all FPGA devices
consist of LUTs followed by a fast carry chain, thus using MUX with no additional cost as
long as the correct RCCMs are selected to simplify the training process. MAC operations
are used in parallel to compute the convolution through the input feature and weight
buffer. Additional topology is used in this research to replace a standard 8-bit multiplier
with the AddNet constant coefficient multiplier. The accumulator will accumulate all the
data before transfer to ReLU. This approach gives better accuracy than the network that
constrain weight parameters to have binary value. Multiplication is an expensive solution
for resources; thus, this implementation replaces it with traditional resources like shifters,
adders, etc. It is a new dimension for the optimization of neural networks.

In summary of all the reviews in this subsection, compared to ASIC implementations,
FPGA is suitable for deep learning in embedded intelligence due to the flexibility of the
platform to allow the developer or researcher to develop different deep learning application
in very short timeframe. The rich set of programmable logic cells and embedded compo-
nents, such as DSP, allow it to perform arithmetic intensive operations. There are still many
other techniques being researched and deployed in the market for deep learning, such as
rearranging memory data, double buffering, graph partitioning, the roofline model, etc.
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3.3. Expert System

Expert systems in AI can resolve many issues via reliable and interactive computer-
based decision making by reference to expert experience [36]. Traditional methods of
expert systems using software algorithms, however, are limited by the processing speed
of the complex system. Therefore, an expert system is difficult to apply in different
applications due to the process being slow and complex. One of the most commonly
used applications for expert systems is fault diagnosis. The proposed method shows that
hardware implementation is able to achieve speeds of at least 6x faster than software
implementation. The high level of the expert system and the realizing process of the expert
system with FPGA are discussed in [37].

The whole structure of the expert system consists of three main parts, which are the
master controller, FPGA and EEPROM. EEPROM is used to store memory. FPGA will used
to handle all the reasoning processing based on the design rules. At the same time, it will
also provide the process coordination for EEPROM to access the parameter information.
EEPROM bus switching is also very important as it will handle the block according to the
reasoning process. The reasoning process focuses on the expert knowledge and experience
and reflects the relationship between sign and status. It will be completed by using basic
logic directly. Furthermore, there are two main types of interface, which are known as the
serial interface and parallel interface. Serial interface design shows that this approach is
seven times slower in the communication speed as compared to a parallel interface, but
fewer ports are occupied, whereas the parallel interface occupies many system ports but
its read–write speed is very high [37]. There is another piece of research done by [38] on
expert systems based on expert reasoning rules and flow charts of expert adaptive control.
To improve precision, PID control and multistrategy expert knowledge are used [39]. The
reasoning mechanism based on the production rules is shown as U = f(E, K, I, G) where E is
the input information, K is the empirical fact and U is the output of control behaviour [38].

The PWM of the system is used in the Altera chip to generate square wave output. The
facts in the expert knowledge base sampled from the different layers through the digital
PID controller to transform into FPGA. The proposed technique was able to smoothen the
signal without overshoot; however, it is not suitable for complex systems. In summary, an
expert system in only suitable for small scale EI applications even though FPGA is able to
speed up the entire process.

3.4. Fuzzy Intelligence

Fuzzy logic systems aim to model complex systems which cannot be modeled mathe-
matically. A fuzzy system mainly consists of four main blocks such as a fuzzifier, rule base,
inference engine and defuzzification [40].

The fuzzifier is mainly used to convert the crisp input value to a fuzzified value.
Besides that, the inference engine is basically a kernel that handles fuzzy rule based on the
knowledge base. Lastly, defuzzification is used o output from the fuzzy system. The most
commonly used defuzzification methods are known as center of maximum (COM) [42],
center of gravity (COG) [41] and mean of maximum (MOM) [43].

• COM typically used in closed loop control applications due to the small change in the
input, which will not impact the output signal.

• COG strength is the capability to accelerate the CMOS arithmetic architecture.
• The MOM method selects the typical value of the most valid output linguistic term

instead of averaging the degree of membership function (MF).

FPGA is suitable for implementing fuzzy logic systems due to its ability to implement
various arithmetic equations and make fast decision in real-time environments. Further-
more, pipeline digital architecture is an architecture that utilizes the advantages provided
by FPGA in image contrast techniques. Grayscale images only consist of one component
instead of an RGB image, thus it is suitable to the use zero order Takagi–Sugeno fuzzy
model to enhance the image contrast [44]. The specialty of this model is the capability to
avoid the division operation in the defuzzification block, which is very computationally
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intensive. The Xilinx DSP48E2 slice is proposed in this digital architecture by optimizing
the DSP blocks [44]. The overall structure of the DS48E2 slice is shown in Figure 9.

1 

 

 
Figure 9. DS48E2 slice internal structure [44] (Reprinted with permission from ref. [44]. Copyright
2021 IEEE).

The main fuzzy model consisting of range detector blocks compares the input pixel
value, whereas the active rule detector blocks are searching the active fuzzy rules from the
fuzzy rule base by referring to the input pixel. Lastly, the fuzzy core block is responsible for
the entire implementation by computing the output pixels according to the fuzzy model.
Figure 10 shows the fuzzy model for digital architecture.
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Figure 10. Fuzzy model for digital architecture [44] (Reprinted with permission from ref. [44].
Copyright 2021 IEEE).
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The pipeline is the core structure for the digital architecture. The fuzzification block
implements the equation by taking the input pixel and computing the degree depending
on the corresponding parameters. Defuzzification blocks implement the equation in order
to compute the output based on the active fuzzy rules.

The fuzzy core block’s main configuration is illustrated in Figure 11. In addition,
another approach used by researchers is to use hardware IP cores designed to be placed
into FPGA acting as hardware accelerated FIS system. Placing the AXI internal bus on the
main bus enables it to communicate across all signaling.

1 
 

 
 
 

 
Figure 11. Fuzzy core block main structure [44] (Reprinted with permission from ref. [44]. Copyright
2021 IEEE).

Furthermore, an accelerated fuzzy membership function (MF) is used on FPGA in
fuzzification. The hardware implementation for fast multipliers is one of the methods for
implementing MF. This method is done by using fixed point calculation.

In terms of rule evaluation, clipping is more efficient in terms of hardware imple-
mentation. Typically, all rules will be an accumulation of the lookup table and decision
making will based on going through the lookup table. Next is the aggregation of the rule
output: Mamdani and Sugeno aggregation can be used as hardware accelerators. Mamdani
aggregation typically uses center of gravity (CoG) techniques. [46].

Lastly we will consider the most popular defuzzification technique, the centroid
method. The advantages of this technique are it relative easiness to implement and generate
accurate output. Based on the research, MoM can be optimized with respect of the cost of
memory usage and can be performed in one clock cycle. In summary, with this method
the designer interacts with 32-bit variable at the address of interface modules and uses
scalability to achieve higher levels of abstraction [46].

3.5. Swarm Intelligence

Swarm intelligence (SI) techniques are heuristic stochastic search processes. The col-
lective behavior of decentralized and self-organizing systems originates from SI techniques.
At a later stage, a collection of algorithms is proposed to optimize problems such as particle
swarm optimization (PSO) and ant colony optimization (ACO) [47]. PSO formulated the
process into a mathematical model with two equations which are analogous to the position
and velocity of particles. PSO is easy to adapt into any process as long as the population
is initialized in agreement of the strategy [48]. For the ACO method, a graph is used
to represent the solution space [49]. Updating the individual solutions, evaluating each
individual and communication between individuals for information sharing purposes are
the main three stages of SI. To optimize the performance of memory and assess the SI,
hierarchical convergence and implementation of combine_x and reduce_x functions is used.
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In order to increase the throughput of a memory accessing feature of the hardware platform,
a quantum-behaved particle swam optimization (QPSO) algorithm is implemented [50].
FPGA is a hardware platform used for the parallel implementation of SI with good flexible
pipelines. In order to optimize or improve the usage of the resources, the fitness evaluation
function is used. The fitness value shared by the parallel swarm unit modules is only
determined to improve the bandwidth. In addition, PSO technique are implemented on
single FPGA with its own position update unit and fitness evaluation unit. Figure 12 shows
the rescheduled dataflow of quantum-behaved particle swarm optimization (QPSO).

Figure 12. Flow chart of quantum-behaved particle swarm optimization (QPSO) [50] (Reprinted with
permission from ref. [50]. Copyright 2021 IEEE).

SI is optimized in FPGA by optimizing the baseline of the general framework of swarm
intelligence (FASI) in FPGA by setting the tuning knob CN to 1 and R to 0 [51]. In addition,
full pipelined FASI in FPGA, where the reductions and combinations are pipelined together
with the threads, as shown in Figure 13, allows the map dimension, map particle, combiner
and reducer global to be pipelined together for higher throughput.

Figure 13. Full pipelined general framework of swarm intelligence (FASI) on FPGA [50]. (Reprinted
with permission from ref. [50]. Copyright 2021 IEEE).
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Another advantage of FPGA is the capability of parallelism and allowing a one clock
initiation interval pipeline (the input data available in one clock cycle). Figure 14 illustrates
how BRAMs will be read by the map dimension and how the global best values will be
generated by combining groups in every clock [50].

Figure 14. Clock initiation interval by using pipeline buffer [50] (Reprinted with permission from
ref. [50]. Copyright 2021 IEEE).

In order to efficiently accelerate QPO, the buffer is designed as a temporary global best
value in each of its elements. Another technique is used to improve the BRAM bandwidth
in the FPGA by using a pattern of assembling. The bandwidth of the BRAM can be
calculated based on the depth per vector (D) multiplied by word width. The BRAM pattern
is shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Pattern for BRAMs [50] (Reprinted with permission from ref. [50]. Copyright 2021 IEEE).

In conclusion, swam intelligence implementations require heavy data transmission
and the hierarchal memory architecture of hardware platforms. Based on the analysis,
FPGA achieves better throughput and also the highest speedup compared to other systems
such as CPU and GPU.

3.6. SOM and Extreme Learning Machine

Self-organizing maps (SOM) are an unsupervised learning model that are being
studied by many researchers. In traditional SOMs, CPU is used to process all the data. The
research by [52] mainly targets parallel processing using hardware implementation. The
proposed architecture will use the FPGA platform and show that it is able to improve the
overall acceleration by three to four orders of magnitude as compared to CPU execution.
The traditional SOM method is more focused on a binary version of SOM, using Hamming
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distance to identify the best match units (BMU) [53], allowing for the use of high speed
computation of the SOM learning phase by executing large SOM using a moderate density
of FPGAs to speed up the data mining operations. Some researchers [54] have used
multiple FPGA chips composed into single chipset to accelerate the SOM training process.
In this approach, the strategy is aims to improve the data transfer between blocks and
the flexibility for use in different networks and applications. The main component that is
used in the research is using multiplexer components. The benefit of using multiplexers is
due to the ability to reuse the resources for larger networks, such as reusing the fixed size
blocks for computing large amounts of data, and reusing the circuit for decision making
and the weight update component [52]. Therefore, by applying a multiplexer, it allows the
single FPGA chip to be used for large network. Another improvement to the architecture
is using pipelined architecture for training algorithms so that the computations can be
performed in parallel. Furthermore, the Manhattan distance algorithm is used instead of
Euclidean distance due to it having better performance in the evaluation of the relevance
of small distances with the increase in computations for n-dimensional spaces. There are
different types of architecture for SOM, such as a centralized model, a hybrid model and a
decentralized model. In the paper by [55], focusing on centralized architecture due to low
density, a FPGA chip is required to achieve higher processing speed. Figure 16 shows the
schematic for SOM.

Figure 16. Schematic of Self-Organizing Maps [52] (Reprinted with permission from ref. [52]. Copy-
right 2021 Elsevier).
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Based on the diagram above, another element is a register circuit that is used for tem-
porary storage of intermediate computed values so that pipelined processing architecture
can be utilized in the execution. This technique aims to achieve the speed requirements
of high-performance applications. Another part of SOMs is the admission of the input
vectors and identification of BMU, where almost all the computation occurs. Besides that,
the weight adjustment control block is used to control the mode of the SOM and also
to generate the weight update signals. The control unit is responsible for data transfer
across the entire architecture [52]. As a conclusion, the proposed architecture of SOMs was
able to achieve a higher magnitude order relation than software implementation of the
same order.

Extreme learning machine (ELM) is another method that is commonly used in clas-
sification accuracy and speed. ELM is typically used in single layer feedforward neural
(SLFN) networks [56]. The benefit of using ELM is that it does not need to adjust all the
parameters randomly; it can automatically find the best behavior. In this research, the fixed-
point and QR composition techniques are used again to reduce the FPGA resources. The
main computations are matrix inversion, matrix transposing and matrix multiplication. QR
decomposition (QRD) is applied for matrix inversion with three different algorithms: Gram–
Schmidt, householder reflection and given rotation. Different computational techniques
are used for the training, which used fixed point arithmetic [57]:

• ELM1: Using a serial computation procedure for a square matrix. The advantage is to
share arithmetic units and reduce logic occupation;

• ELM2: Is the improvement of previous versions by using parallelization. Double up
the arithmetic units to compute the arithmetic concurrently;

• ELM3: A rectangular matrix decomposition is used; basically, some of matrix multi-
plication state is removed from the block and the control unit is modifying for data
addressing and flow into computation units.

The main objective for developing a hardware implementation in embedded systems
is due to the ability of parameterizable, accurate and balance performance compared to
software platform. Based on the research, QR decomposition and modified Gram–Schmidt
methods were able to cope with matrix inversion techniques, since this technique optimizes
resource usage in embedded systems and stability [58]. Furthermore, the train module,
artificial neural network (ANN) module, RAM memories for storage and data flow will be
the four main hardware structure blocks for the expert system.

The entire block diagram consists of a general control unit, basic arithmetic unit, RAM
address generation, RAM for temporary storage and matrix operation state machine. In
addition, the four main blocks for the arithmetic unit will be based on vector multiplication,
root square, division and multiplication subtraction. Based on the three different architec-
ture approaches, ELM2 consumes 33% less RAM resources compared to ELM1, and ELM3
and ELM1 consume fewer DSP blocks due to sequential operations. Lastly, by applying the
QR decomposition and pipelined architecture, it can save up to twenty-two times power
consumption with similar performance as compared to the traditional ELM method [57].

4. Embedded Intelligence (EI) Applications

In this section, multiple embedded intelligence applications are reviewed and investi-
gated. From the research, it is possible to see that FPGA is widely used in computer vision
applications such as facial recognition, object detection and enormous vehicle detection, etc.
All the applications stated above are required to achieve computational power efficiency
while maintaining the accuracy of the system.

4.1. Object Detection, Posture Recognition and Facial Recognition

Computer vision has been emerging with the development of deep learning. The deep
learning method is proposed for facial expression recognition from images and setting of
neural networks with FPGA implementation. The Zynq-7000 All Programmable SoC Video
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and Imaging Kit was chosen for the architecture implementation. The proposed algorithm
for the face recognition application and architecture, is built-up from eight parts.

The VITA-2000 camera module, which is used for video capturing of faces and emotion
recognition, block processes the image data with trained with the CNN model. The AXI
Lite and AXI buses data flows are controls by an ARM Processor, while Gigabit Ethernet is
used as a bridge for communication between the ARM Processor and the host computer.
The human faces that are extracted from the video stream, the trained weights, and the sub
and final results of classification process are stored in the memory controller and DDR3.
The data are stored sequentially in the memory. The AXI VDMA controller is in charge
of the data transfer between CNN Core and Board Memory. The algorithmic steps for the
CNN method are computed by the CNN core [59].

1. The facial features are calculated to detect faces in single frame.
2. The serialization of the face into a vector.
3. The result vector is calculated after passing the CNN Core.

The computation of softmax function and label will appear. The calculation for label
of input image is performed in the recognition mode, and images passing the CNN core
processor block will be labeled and shown on the screen. The CNN core is used to store the
actual step able to optimize the BRAM memory usage.

The FPGA simulation (inference) is performed with Vivado HLS, which enables a
number of built-in functions used to simulate the training and deployment of models in
FPGA systems by extracting the IP core. The data are then passed through the processing
block after the simulation is computed and if the result is satisfactory then the IP core will
be used for implementation. The descriptions of the overall architecture of parameterized
modules are listed in following. The VITA receiver, which comprises of a task of reading
images or data from the camera where the addresses are spawned to read the input data
in each clock cycle, and all the input data will be stored at scheduler and then pass the
data to computation kernels like the image pipe. Lastly, the emotion recognition process is
performed. The output data are stored in the RAM of the address generator in the DDR
memory. The main scheduler of the system is the APU (application processing unit) Dual
Core Cortex A9 + OCM (on-chip memory). To operate the system, the combination of APU
Dual Core Cortex A9 + OCM, AMBA Switches and AXI Lite Interconnect is used. One or
more AXI memory-mapped master devices are connected to one or more memory-mapped
slave devices by AXI Lite Interconnect. The processed data will then transfer to HDMI
output block to presented on the screen once the process is completed [59].

The main target in the training process is to train the neural network to learn optimal
parameters itself, and the data are classified into seven classes. No overfitting phenomenon is
observed for the model, as determined by the dropout that followed the layers in the neural
network. The FER dataset with 48 × 48 pixel grayscale images of faces is used to test the FPGA
implementation of the CNN method [60]. With the facial images, about 60.3% recognition
efficiency is achieved, using 200 MHz clock frequency for 400 faces/second throughputs.

Furthermore, there are other research works [61] to review about object detection in
embedded intelligence. Computational time and probability of detection, and frames per
second are the crucial parameters for the performance of detection and recognition. There
are some methods which use deep learning, such as single shot detector (SSD), YOLO
(You Only Look Once) and faster region CNN (FRCNN) [62]. These CNN models require
high processing times, where Xilinx PYNQ Z2 board and Intel Movidius Neural Compute
Stick (NCS), a portable and low-powered device together play a major role to speed up
the process. Other than that, Intel Movidius NCS provides built-in API, allow researchers
to deploy their application in a shorter timeframe. SDD makes use of CNN’s pyramidal
feature hierarchy, which provides a good balance between accuracy and speed. The image
is used only once and creates a feature map. The convolutional is then applied to predict
the bounding box and detect target objects [63]. The VGG-16 model per-trained is applied
on MobileNet architecture to extract the feature maps. On the other hand, YOLO uses
single CNN that predicts multiple bounding boxes and class probability at the same time.
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The separate components of object detection are unified into a single neural network. The
entire image is applied to assume each bounding box. For FRCNN, it uses a CNN (named
the Region Proposal Network) to create the bounding boxes. The algorithm applies anchor
boxes to change object detection with different aspect ratios, and go through numerous
pooling layers to acquire the classifier image [64].

Object detection using PYNQ Z2 and NCS can be seen in the flow chart, where the
NCS and USB camera are connected to the PYNQ Z2 board. The graph file is created on
NCS, which uses it for object detection. The object detection then predicts the bounding
boxes over the detected target objects. The bounding boxes are labelled accordingly. In
term of frames per second (FPS) of the object detection model, SSD is the highest, with
3.98 FPS, while YOLO is the fastest for the computational time, with 12.68 ms. FRCNN is
the most accurate, with 100% for probability of detection [61].

Next, flex sensors with a FPGA implemented artificial neural network (ANN) are
applied to a smart chair sitting posture recognition system. With help from machine-
learning technologies and novel sensors, the sitting posture recognition system has become
an interesting topic due to a lot of working adults having bad sitting posture habits.
Wrong sitting postures will cause a lot of unnecessary health problems. A low-complexity
hardware system with six passive flex sensors is attached to a chair with 5 Hz of sampling
rate, and a simple voltage divider is connected to each sensor. All the sensors will be
outputting the analog voltage based on the resistance and the resistance is the response
based on the deformation of the flex sensors that are mounted on the chair. The analog
voltage is then converted to digital format by using the ADC board, which collects the
analog voltage from flex sensors. A FPGA with machine learning algorithm is then used to
process the digital signal [65].

A two-layer artificial neural network (ANN) is implemented as the classifier which
categorizes seven different health-related sitting postures. The ANN has six inputs, which
are the six flex sensors connected to the chair. The six inputs are connected to the internal
nodes in the hidden layer, and then connect to the output layer. The output layer generates
a classification result, which identifies seven sitting postures. The best combination of the
algorithm in the application with 10-fold cross-validation is using two layers of ANN and
28 nodes in the hidden layer. The flex sensor that is used in the application is FS-L-0055-
253-ST from Spectra Symbol with flat resistance of 25 k Ohm and bending resistance that
can vary from 45 k to 125 k Ohms. A 5 V power supply is used for the voltage dividers,
where the changes of resistance are converted to the change of voltages [65].

A total of 11 participants were used in the experiment to evaluate the performance of
the smart chair sitting recognition system. The participant is required to sit on the smart
chair with seven difference postures for 30 s on each posture, and data are recorded. Nine
people are assigned to the first part of the experiment, which aims to train and evaluate
as well as to cross-validate the ANN model, while another two people are to validate
the generalization of the ANN model to prevent over-fitting. A total of 9791 samples
are collected from each sensor, with 67% (which is 6527 samples) used for training the
model and 33% (which is 3264 samples) for evaluation of trained floating-point model and
quantized fixed-point model. The floating-point model achieved an accuracy of 97.78%,
while the fixed-point model achieved an accuracy of 97.43%. The processing system has
dynamic power consumption of 7.35 mW and a propagation delay of 8.714 ns, when the
clock frequency and sampling rate are 5 Mhz and 5 sample/second respectively. The
processing system uses the FPGA board of Spartan 6 XC6SLX9, with 75 slice of registers,
659 slices of LUTs, and 911 of Flip-Flop pairs. A low power consumption system is
successfully designed and implemented with good accuracy by using a 9-bit fixed point
model [65]. Figures 17 and 18 show the encoder–decoder neural network and the binary
encoder–decoder neural network.
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Figure 17. Encoder–decoder neural network [66] (Reprinted with permission from ref. [66]. Copyright
2021 IEEE).

Figure 18. Binary Encoder–decoder neural network [66] (Reprinted with permission from ref. [66].
Copyright 2021 IEEE).

In addition, another example of object detection application is real-time scene text
recognition. Autonomous driving systems make use of the scene text in images and videos
for essential information. Road signs are extracted by the control. The overall architecture
uses a FPGA-based accelerator, which includes a streaming pipeline architecture and ten
blocks with three different types of adapter, encoder and decoder in the main BSEG logic.
Figure 19 shows the overall architecture for this application.

Those blocks have a process element (PE) array, and the PEs perform operations such
as convolution, binaries convolution, max pooling and more by using the compute-in-
memory architecture. The FPGA platform from Xilinx VCU118 board, which includes an
XCVU9P FPGA, is used to design the RTL-level. For system-level verification, Synopsys
VSC and Verdi are applied, while for RTL synthesis and implementation, Vivado 2018.2 is
used. The experimental results show that a throughput of 307.7 fps with interval of 3.25 ms
and a latency of 3.875 ms are achieved with the trained binary quantization and computing-
in-memory architecture. The FPGA-based encoder–decoder accelerator consumes 8.95 W
of dynamic power, equivalent to energy efficiency of 351.7-GOPs/W. In conclusion, the
real-time recognition system with FPGA was able to improve 14, 19 and 3 times better in
term of area on chip usage whereas 57, 24 and 8 times more energy efficient when compared
to other models that use GPU as reference [66].
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Figure 19. FPGA accelerator hardware framework consisting of AXI master interface, Vivado IPs and
processing logic [66]: (a) The top-level system is acted as an AXI master to read/write data; Dual-port
RAMs are used to store the pooling index; (b) The computing-in-memory blocks: the LUT and Block
ROMs are used to store weight and BN-Binz reference parameters. Noted that the PE number in
different blocks is different (Reprinted with permission from ref. [66]. Copyright 2021 IEEE).

4.2. Indoor Localization and Surveillance Monitoring

FPGA have been widely used in some other applications like surveillance monitoring,
localization, etc. Location based service (LBS) is important with the current emerging
Internet and mobile devices. Indoor localization is challenging due to radio propagation
environments such as shadowing, multipath effect, delay distortion and fading [67]. To
have high accuracy and efficiency of the LBS for indoor environments, fingerprint-based
indoor localization is introduced by using scalable deep neural network (DNN) architec-
ture implement together with denoising auto-encoder (SDNNLoc) based on FPGA [68].
Denoising autoencoders encode the data so that the fingerprint database can be updated
in real-time. The indoor localization uses WiFi RSS fingerprints as the overall framework,
which comprises of three stages. The first stage is the offline database-building phase
where an interested location area is defined for the collection of offline RSS fingerprints and
building of baseline fingerprint database [69]. The next stage is online location prediction
and target tracking phase. The locations of the targets are extracted and the modification
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of denoising autoencoder algorithm and sampling optimization is implemented for the
target motion trajectory. Lastly, the fingerprint is updated online and the positioning phase
is where the target movement tracking restores the fingerprint database.

FPGA is selected as hardware accelerator over ASICs due to its flexibility and fast
implementation time. When compared with the power consumption to CPUs and GPUs,
the FPGA uses less power. A pipelined reconfigurable architecture is proposed with
the full utilization of reconfigurable interconnect resources on die and reconfigurable
functional blocks of the FPGA chip. The DNN model file featured with hyperparameters are
compiled on a host computer and is dynamically mapped to the FPGA. The scalability of the
architecture is explained with the use of all cell nodes of a DNN by letting a single worker
run its computational load, or concurrent workers are distributed among the layers, thus
the data transportation delay is hidden from one layer to the next. The distributed process
is performed at a desired grain, and makes the architecture suitable for the multibuilding
indoor localization situations. The complexity of computation is decreased tremendously.
The hardware that used for fingerprint-based indoor localization is GeForce 1080 Ti GPU for
the computing server implementation, and Keras-2.2.5 (with Tensorflow-gpu-1.20) to train
the deep learning model using Python-3.6.6 [70]. Two university buildings are selected for
the system deployment with over 100 WiFi access points (APs) installed to collect data for
evaluation. 59 APs are fully accessed via the collection of data from four participants with
the Android App to collect the fingerprints on different Android mobile phones. A server
is used for uploading of fingerprints for dataset processing. The performance evaluation is
focused on the runtime of the SDNNLoc and compared with two other baseline systems,
which are Horus [71] and DeepFi [72]. The SDNNLoc system is more accurate than the
other two, with fewer location errors. The usage of the DNN method introduces noise
interference to the input datasets, which avoids the over-fitting problem for training. The
running time per location for the SDNNLoc is almost the same as the DeepFi system,
where both use the DNN based technique. However, Horus uses the simple computation
complexity of Bayesian inference method, thus having better performance than SDNNLoc.
The implementation of FPGA as compared to the previous original version of SDNNLoc is
faster by 5.8 times.

Another application with a convolutional neural network is implemented together
with FPGA in the advanced driver assistance system (ADAS) and video surveillance
analytics application, for their energy efficiency and computational processing speed [73].
Sixteen channels can be processed by the system with continuous input of video of 1080 p
resolution. The ADAS system can be used on vehicles, for the detection of pedestrians, for
tracking purposes or for attributes analytics, while for video surveillance it is implemented
in face detection and recognition. Xilinx MPSoC ZU9 is selected as the FPGA hardware.
SSD and Densebox are used for the deep learning algorithm with the highest accuracy.

The ADAS and video surveillance analytics systems using deep learning algorithms
on FPGA demonstration system has three main features that show the fast speed, high
flexibility and low power consumption of the deep learning processing with FPGA. The
first is where FPGA board is used with deep learning algorithms to process the 16 channels
of 1080 p videos and the results are shown on the monitor. Level-3 ADAS functionalities
can be made possible where the cameras have a surrounding view of the vehicle. Next,
the facial recognition in the conference hall is performed by implementing the cameras to
capture the real-time video, and then FPGA is used to analyze and display the result on
the screen [73]. The deploying of the CNN network architecture can be made in several
seconds for the FPGA system, as the customized design of the deep learning processing
unit that sped up the CNN models.

4.3. Other EI Applications

With the implementation of deep learning techniques together with FPGA in radar
automatic target recognition, it is shown that the high classification accuracy can be retained;
besides that, the execution speed, power consumption, and memory requirements are
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enhanced as well. The embedded application of the millimeter-wave (mmW) radar-based
human activity classification applies an acceleration method of the convolutional neural
network (CNN) on the FPGA hardware. The characterization of time-frequency is used to
represent the human micro-Doppler (mD) signals, where micromotions of targets causes
the frequency modulation in radar echoes. Human activity classification makes use of the
time-frequency that representation of mD signals because of the uniqueness for different
targets with micromotions [74]. The mmW radar is appropriate to be used due to the short
wavelength where it benefits the mD measurement in time-frequency domains by causing
wide dynamic range of mD frequency corresponding to human gait patterns. Frequency-
modulated continuous wave (FMCW) waveforms with sawtooth-shaped frequency sweep
are analyzed and used as an input to the CNN [75].

The classification which applied by CNN from the network architecture viewpoint
includes the convolutional layer (CONV), pooling layer, activation function, fully connected
layer (FC), and classifier. The successive groups of these layers include some linear and
nonlinear processing, which is performed for the input spectrogram to map with the
one-dimensional feature space. The classifier will handle all the prediction and forecast
based on the data that is trained. Backpropagation in training and forward propagation
in test are the two directions for the information flow in CNN. A series of quantization
strategies are applied to various types of data that pass into the CNN model, as due to
the consideration of bit width constraints of the FPGA, where FPGA works in fix-point
mode, and limitation of computation resources and on-chip memory. Due to consideration
of reasonable compromise of precision and hardware efficiency [76], the feature maps and
weight parameters are using 16-bit fixed-point number representation.

The execution speed is improved in forward propagation through the network by the
computation procedure of CNN and the pipelining technique on FPGA. The computational
implementation included the channels and layers of the CNN with several parallel process-
ing schemes that would reduce the waiting time and caching time indirectly and increase
the speed of the network on FPGA. There are various parallel processing strategies that are
proposed for the data flow and computation patterns in the network model. Firstly, the
interchannel parallel computing where each channel is independently applied for those
two- or three-dimensional convolution kernels, and the same input data shared among
the multiple channels, within a convolutional layer [75]. The multichannel convolution
between kernels and input data are executed in parallel.

The convolution group parallel computing, which explains the output of previous
convolutional layers, is identical with the dimensions of input of pooling manipulation that
are induced by the activation results. All caches before the pooling are not required and
the data cluster is transferred in parallel to save the time of operation in a single channel.
The removal of the softmax step could benefit the computation reduction, as when the
dimensionality of the last fully connected layer output is 4 × 1, the classification decision
can be optimized by the logic, which clearly benefits the FPGA that consists of a lot of logic
gates [75].

Secondly, there is in-channel parallel computing where input data determines the
depth of kernels in each channel of convolutional layer. For the in-channel convolution,
two parallel schemes (which are data parallelism and computation parallelism) are im-
plemented. In addition, interlayer parallel computing also can be viewed as a time series
structure from the overall viewpoint of the CNN model. The human target-generated
spectrogram of mmW radar mD signals is transferred and handled sequentially between
layers [75]. The execution of some layers is not started until the previous one is completed,
as according to the computation patterns in CNN. Pipelining is used as a technique for
CNN related application as it computes all the functions in parallel.

The proposed method is validated with a variety of human activities measured using
mmW radar data. For example, a Texas Instruments AWR1443 automotive radar sensor
is used where it operated at about 77 GHz, with 1.536 GHz of effective bandwidth of
radar signals. Nine individuals were used to carry out the measurement repeated at 3 m in
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front of the mmW radar. The nine persons are required to perform four actions including
walking, jogging, jumping and walking with a stick, with two aspect angles of human
gaiting direction such as 0 and 90 degrees. There are in total more than 11,000 items in
the recorded dataset that is collected along the measurements. The recording duration
is approximately 2.1 s. Besides that, some of the measured mmW radar data from seven
out of nine persons performing nine actions in place are used for the generation of a
training dataset for the learning parameters of the CNN model. The remaining data of
two persons is used for the test dataset. The Xilinx Zynq XC7Z045 board is selected as
the system platform to validate the proposed acceleration method for the performance
assessment. By implementing both interlayer and convolutional group parallelism in the
overall network perspective, more efficient usage of caches can be achieved, where no cache
is needed for max pooling layers. The entire CNN network and every convolution layer
are accelerating on the Xilinx FPGA device. In this application, the pipeline processing
and multiple parallelism strategies show that there exists much runtime overlap between
layers; thus, it is faster than the serial computing of the CNN execution. When compared
to the NVDIA GPU, the FPGA with the proposed acceleration method is 30.42% faster in
the averaged execution time of CNN in test, and a 0.27% reduction in the classification
accuracy is seen with 87.81% [75].

5. FPGA Hardware and Platforms

Based on the market share research, Xilinx is the biggest FPGA manufacturer with
3.06 billion as of the 2019 annual reports [99], followed by Intel, who owned 1.987 billion
in the same year [100]. Other than these top players on the FPGA, there are some other
FPGA manufacturers such as Lattice Semiconductor and Archonix Semiconductor [101].
Xilinx, Intel and Archonix offer high performance FPGA platforms which include the ARM
Processor. For GPU and even machine learning processor examples, Intel are offering VPU
mainly target image processing. Table 2 shows a summary of FPGA hardware platforms.

Table 2. Summary Table of FPGA platforms for Intel, Xilinx and Archonix.

FPGA Series Company (KLEs) DSP Slices Description

Agilex AGF027 Intel 2692 8528 Quad core ARM Cortex-A53, PCIe Gen5

Agilex Agilex M Intel - - -

Stratix 10 DX 2800 Intel 2753 5760 Quad-core ARM Cortex-A53 HPS, HBM2 16G
Intel Optane DC Persistance Memory

Stratix 10 GX 2800 Intel 3456 DDR4

Arria 10 GT1150 Intel 1150 1518 DDR4

Arria 10 SX660 Intel 660 1688 Dual Core ARM Cortex-A9 MPCore, DDR4

Cyclone 10 10CX220 Intel 220 192 DDR3

MAX 10 10M50 Intel 50 - -

Virtex UltraScale+ VU19P Xillinx 8938 3840 DDR4, server Class DIMM

Virtex UltraScale+ HBM VU57P Xillinx 2852 9024 DDR4 Server Class DIMM

Kintex Ultrascale+ KU19P Xillinx 1843 1080 DDR4

Artix-7 XC7A200T Xillinx 215 740 DDR3

Spartan-7 XC7S100 Xillinx 102 160 DDR3

Spartan-6 XC6SLX150T Xillinx 23 180 -

ZynQ Z-7020 XC7Z020 Xillinx 85 220 Dual-Core ARM Cortex-A9 MPCore, DDR3

Zynq UltraScale+ ZU7EV Xillinx 504 1728
Quad-Core ARM Cortex-A53 MP Core,

Dual-core ARM Cortex-R5 MPCore and Mali 400
MP2 GPU, DDR4

Zynq UltraScale+ ZU7CG Xillinx 504 1728 Dual-Core ARM Cortex-A53 MP Core and
Dual-core ARM Cortex-R5 MPCore, DDR4

Speedster7t AC7t6000 Achronix 2600 1760@MLP MLP(Machine Learning Processor),GDDR6,
PCIe Gen5
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5.1. Xilinix

The table above shows that Xilinx offer a wide range of FPGA platforms starting
from low cost Spartan 6 with 45 nm technology, Spartan 7 with 28 nm technology, up to
high end solutions such as Virtex Ultrascale [77]. At the same time, Xilinx also offer a
hybrid version of platform that merges ARM processors with FPGA where ARM is used
to handle the communication with external processing and FIFO, while FPGA focuses on
parallel computation. Those platforms are known as Zynq series, a high end version of
which cooperate with the GPU to boost performance. Some example of application known
as Twitch is a live video streaming company which offer high quality broadcast video is
using Xilinx Ultrascale FPGA platform for hardware acceleration [78]. With this hardware
acceleration platform, it was able to improve the overall performance by thirty times as
compared to CPU implementation.

Another research done by [59] is using low cost computational FPGA Soc Zynq-7000
as platform for hardware accelerator which prove that it able significantly improve the
real-time face recognition application. The architecture is utilizing ARM processor for
all the communication and data transferring, whereas FPGA will act as a core for CNN
computation for the overall architecture when using Zynq–7000.

Furthermore, another framework (known as DarkFPGA) makes assessments using
the Maxeler MAX5 platform that is built up with Xilinx Ultrascale+ VU9P FPGA. At the
same time, three 16 GB DDR4 RAM are implemented in the platform as off-chip memory
with a maximum bandwidth of 63.9 GB/s and 200 MHz frequency is used for the hardware
accelerator. Furthermore, 8-bit integers and sum square error loss function (SSE) are used to
train the network [79]. The key features for the framework consist of a scalable accelerator
architecture, a software definable hardware accelerator and an optimization hardware
design tool.

Researchers have compared the above with other platforms, such as GPU and CPU.
The summary of the result shows that FPGA achieves over 200 times speedup over CPU
based implementation, but is 2.5 times slower when compared to GPU architecture in
terms of overall performance. If power consumption is taken into consideration, FPGA is
6.5 times more energy efficient when compared to GPU.

Another research on independently recurrent neural networks (RNN) on FPGA based
accelerator uses the Xilinx Zynq zc706 FPGA platform. Different blocks inside the accelera-
tor multiply the units required, e.g., 128 MAC units to calculate 16-bit signed multiplica-
tions and 32-bit signed accumulations. When the overall performance of the architecture
is compared Intel CORE i5 CPU with 2 GHz working frequency, it is seen that that FPGA
is 26 times faster in performance than Intel CORE i5. A reason is that FPGA is using a
16-bit fixed point while Intel is using 32-bit floating point. In the paper, it is shown that by
running at the clock frequency of 125MHz it was able to become seven times more energy
efficient than the LSTM reference for similar performance [81].

5.2. Intel (Altera)

Besides Xilinx, Intel is also another key player for FPGA platform in embedded
intelligence. Intel offers a wide range of FPGA chips starting from MAX 10, Cyclone 10
until Arria and Agilex. Intel provides two options for Arria and Agilex chips that either
purely focus on FPGA or work in combination with ARM SoC. At the same time, Intel also
offers other platforms to speed up the growth of AI such as vision processing units (VPUs),
which support the demand of computer and edge AI workloads with higher efficiency
and shorten the development time by using the OpenCL tool. Besides that, Intel also
invented a platform known as Neural Compute Stick 2 by utilizing VPU technology, which
allows developers to fine tune and deploy a CNN on low power applications that require
real-time monitoring.

VK, which uses the Intel FPGA platform, is one of the largest social networks in Russia.
Intel Arria 10 together with Intel PAC are hardware accelerated processing servers that
provide quick image conversion and storage requirements [82]. When a user requests an
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image, all images will be converted by the CTAccel image processor. The image conversion
is able to boost performance as only single resolution images are required by the system.
The original method that used customer in data, storage whereas by implementing FPGA
for image compression it is able to improve the overall dataflow [82].

For another work, a hybrid CPU–FPGA based computing platform for machine
learning is proposed by [83] to implement the LeNet-5 machine learning algorithm. The
proposed solution indication that the training phase is handled by the GPU, whereas FPGA
is used for the inferencing phase due to FPGA consisting of logic circuits that are able
to fully optimize the performance of the hardware accelerator. In this Mid-range Arria,
FPGA is adopted as each inference only requires a small quantity of data and less frequent
communication with with host. Based on the research, the FPGA Arria 10 speed is six times
faster than GPU and 44 times faster than CPU in the inferencing process [83].

Another novel FPGA accelerator design for real-time application with ultralow power
CNN uses Intel Arria 10 FPGA. Titan X GPU is a reference platform for comparison and the
framework is YOLO V2 [84]. The overall result shows that FPGA is able to achieve 3.3 times
more power efficiency than Titan X GPU, whereas it has 418 times more power efficiency
than CPU. The overall hardware architecture uses the CNN Model of AlexNET and VGG16
as the standard for comparison. It uses a clock frequency of 200 MHz that consists of 1366
BRAM and 410 DSP. Besides that, it consists of 360 K LUTs with 523.7 K FIFO to allow
temporary storage of data to minimize data transfer to the external memory. With this
implementation, Arria 10 is able to save 20% of power, thus making it suitable to use in EI
related applications such as road object recognition. In conclusion, large, reconfigurable
processing elements with low power consumption have make FPGA widely used recently
due to the rapid growth in demand in AI, so that 92% of the execution time is spent on
MAC computations during forward inference in YOLO framework [85].

5.3. Achronix

Another FPGA company that is growing rapidly is Achronix. The proposed FPGA
heterogeneous computing platform uses the master–slave model. The master issues com-
mands to the slave to process the data according the compiled kernel program through
PCIe. The processed data from the device’s DDR will be read by the host.

Achronix SPEEDSTER 7 t which uses a 7 nm process, focuses on three main fea-
tures; 2D network on chip (NoC), high-speed interfaces and machine learning processors,
which enable Achronix to gain the 5G infrastructure, computational storage, test and
measurement, AI/ML, networking and compute acceleration market. It also provides
the VectorPath Accelerator card with ACE design software. Notably, only Achronix of-
fers its FPGA with GDDR6 memory to deliver 4Tbps memory bandwidth. Its machine
learning supports fully factorable integer multiplier/accumulators to speed up the AI/ML
application [86].

6. Challenges

The rapid development of embedded intelligence (EI) for machine learning appli-
cations such as image processing, surveillance monitoring, etc. is causing the system to
become more complex. Neural network models are also growing larger and larger, which
is expressed in the algorithmic computation of significant numbers of model parameters.
Therefore, the comparison between CPU, GPU and FPGA had come into the picture in term
of hardware resources, power consumption, design difficulty and accuracy [87]. There
are several challenges which need to be addressed and overcome for practical use of the
FPGA-based EI which has been identified and discussed in the earlier sections.

The most critical challenges for CPU–EI implementations are the slow computational
speed with high power consumption making a nonideal platform for embedded intelli-
gence. Typically, hybrid accelerators can be designed for CPU due to the simplicity in
development and data transfer between external memory and other blocks. In addition,
GPU platforms have been widely researched in the improvement of computer perfor-
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mance and power efficiency, as the research shows that GPU is too power-intensive a
solution to compute the equivalent network weights compared to CPU and FPGA solu-
tions. Thus, GPU has difficulties for application in embedded intelligence systems that
require slightly larger networks because low power consumption is an important priority
for EI applications.

FPGA-based EI solutions are developing to become an ideal candidate in hardware
accelerators for energy efficient neural network applications instead of solely relying
on software solutions. Parallelism capability, flexibility and high performance with low
energy consumption have become the key selling point for FPGA platforms. Based on the
comparison, FPGA platforms can reach 10 times faster than CPU platforms, the lowest
level having same performance as GPU. Furthermore, the ability of reconfigurability makes
FPGA able to change the design frequently. The capability of reconfigurability has brought
some challenges for researchers and developers due to its cost. Although it brings a lot of
advantages on flexibility and high parallelism [88] it requires a lot of time in reconfiguration.
FPGA reconfigurability can be classified into two types of reconfiguration, which are static
and dynamic reconfiguration. Static reconfiguration refers to the compilation time, whereas
dynamic reconfiguration is known as runtime reconfiguration, which potentially causes
the execution delay and increases the run time.

In addition, challenges in programming are another increase in cost [88]. It requires
very intensive resources to do hardware programming and it is very difficult for engineers
or programmers to master the development cycle. Besides that, multiple FPGAs are re-
quired to compute large networks, thus the communication between blocks has been a
challenge for researchers. At the same time, limits on chip memory are also a bottleneck for
FPGA, thus, managing the available system resources to achieve high performance is also
one of the challenges for researchers. In order to achieve this, there are many expectations
and much research on different optimization techniques such as data optimization, access
optimization and weight optimization. FPGA do not have built-in cache structure and
the bandwidth typically is two generations older than high end GPU [89]. For example,
a GPU Titan X uses GDDR5 but Arria 10 only uses DDR3. In summary, FPGA is a good
platform as a hardware accelerator in embedded intelligence, however, it does have several
drawbacks and challenges that need to be overcome. Researchers are putting more focus
on improving it so that FPGA can have the most optimum performance in Embedded
Intelligence applications with low power consumption. Another challenge is the devel-
opment of automated tools to convert EI models (e.g., DNNs) to FPGA implementations.
Some useful and illustrative works which have been performed for automated software
tools can be found in [95–97]. The authors in [95–97] proposed automated tools (termed
fpgaConvNet, CNN2Gate and Caffeine, respectively), which allow the mapping of CNN
models onto FPGA hardware.

7. Conclusions

This paper has given a comprehensive overview of EI techniques, applications and
various hardware platforms for FPGA-based architectures and implementations. For suc-
cessful and practical FPGA solutions for EI deployment, the paper has also identified and
discussed various challenges to be addressed and overcome, such as high computational
processing, low energy/power consumption or high energy efficiency, and scalability
considerations to accommodate different network sizes and topologies. As some starting
directions and investigation points for researchers to overcome the various challenges,
the paper has also discussed some useful techniques to address the challenges include
pipelining, reducing data transfer latency by batching, reducing bandwidth requirements
using fixed point precision, reducing memory usage using quantization, etc. The vari-
ous discussions in the paper have shown that FPGA-based platforms are suitable for EI
implementations and the acceleration of machine learning.
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Abbreviations

ADAS Advanced driver assistance system
ANN Artificial neural network
APU Application Processing Unit
CCU Configuration and control unit
CNN Convolutional neural network
COG Center of Gravity
COM Center of Maximum
CPU Central Processing Unit
CRBM Conditional restricted Boltzmann machine
DMA Direct memory access
DNN Deep neural network
EI Embedded Intelligence
ELM Extreme learning machine
FIFO First in first out
FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array
GEMM General matrix multiplication
GPU Graphics Processing Unit
IIoT Industrial Internet of Things
LBS Location based service
LSM Local shared memory
MAC Multiply accumulate unit
mD Micro doppler
MF Membership function
MM Memory management
MOM Mean of Maximum
MST Minimum spanning tree
OCM On-chip memory
OPF Optimum path forest
PE Processing element
QRD QR decomposition
RCU Reconfigurable computing unit
RBF Radial basis function
ReLU Rectified linear unit
RNN Recurrent neural network
SIMD Single instruction multiple data
SGD Stochastic gradient descent
SLFN Single layer feedforward neural network
SOM Self-organizing map
SVM Support vector machine
VPU Visual processing unit
YOLO You only look once
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